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Abstract: One of the most common heavy problems in fault detection and fault diagnosis is the fault 
masking. Multiple stuck-at fault analysis is an approach for solving the problem, but the full multiple 
fault combination analysis is a time consuming procedure. Selecting only the dependent faults reduces the 
time for analysis and test pattern generation.  We suggest a method for test pattern generation with mul-
tiple fault simulations to overcome masking fault problem. The method consists of two algorithms: (1) 
finding the pairs for multiple fault simulation; (2) generating the test patterns, which can avoid potential 
masking effect. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The main purpose of manufacturing test pattern gen-
eration is to gain maximum fault coverage for a 
minimum number of tests.  In this aspect a single test 
failing could be caused by a large number of faults. The 
main purpose of VLSI diagnostics is just the opposite – 
minimum number of faults for a single test failing. This 
process is time and hardware consuming. It could take 
days to find the single vector for the single fault and it 
could take years to test and analyze the result for all 
manufacturing chips. Moreover the tester storage space is 
limited and an infinitely number of failing patterns 
cannot be stored there. Typically, fewer than 100 failing 
patterns can be stored in the tester memory.  

The single stuck-at faults and the ATPG are well re-
searched and elaborated territory with significant test 
detection effect. However, the single-fault model may 
not be adequate for diagnosing defects in modern devices 
with million gates. Multiple stuck-at faults model is more 
realistic but more complicated for diagnostics. 

Fault effect masking is a significant fault detection 
and fault diagnostics problem. One possible decision to 
overcome this effect during the tests is multiple fault 
simulation on test generation time. The experimental 
results reported in [1] indicate that activating multiple 
faults will increase the probability of fault convergence 
and fault masking. A similar experiment, reported in [2], 
for correcting design errors also confirms that the pres-
ence of error effect interaction grows with the number of 
activated errors.  

The aim of the paper is to propose one method for 
test pattern generation with reasonable length and maxi-
mum diagnosis effect.  The algorithm is z-set based and 
uses multiple fault simulations to improve detection and 
diagnostic test quality. This paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, are outlined the main fault diagnosis ap-
proaches, give some definitions and describe z-set ideol-
ogy.  In Section 3, are discussed the masking effect as the 
significant multiple faults problem, calculate the average 

number of multiple fault simulations and considerations 
for faults selection. In Section 4, are suggested the algo-
rithm for test pattern generation. In Section 5, are given 
experimental results for multiple faults collapsing getting 
from our masking simulator. In Section 6, are made con-
clusions. 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES 

2.1. Contemporary fault diagnostics approaches 
The existing diagnostics algorithms can be divided 

into two main classes: cause–effect and effect–cause. The 
Cause-Effect Diagnostics approach is based on some 
kind of fault dictionary. The faulty responses of modeled 
faults are pre-computed and stored in a dictionary. The 
observed failure responses are compared with those in 
the dictionary and the faults whose pre-computed failure 
responses have the closest match with the observed fail-
ure responses are chosen as fault candidates. This diag-
nosis process is fast but requires a large memory for the 
dictionary [3].  

The Effect-Cause Diagnostics approach is based on 
simulations and uses a standard ATPG produced test. By 
back tracing from failing outputs the potential fault can-
didates are obtained and only these faults are simulated. 
Some faults are dropped from the simulation while the 
simulated output states get the different from those ob-
tained under the test. This approach can achieve very 
high diagnosis accuracy without high memory demands 
but is quite slow.  
 
2.2. Definitions 

Diagnosis consists of locating the faults in a structural 
model of the circuit under detection (CUD). 

Indistinguishable faults. In three-valued logic, two 
faults f1 and f2 in one circuit are indistinguishable if for 
any input pattern, either the binary values on each pri-
mary output for f1 and f2 are equal or one of them is un-
known (X); otherwise, they are distinguishable. 
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Structural equivalent faults. Two faults fi ∈ F and   
fj ∈ F are structural equivalent if for any possible input 
pattern pik ∈ Pinput the corresponding output patterns    
poik ∈ Poutput and pojk ∈ Poutput  are equivalent (poik ≡ pojk).  

Functional equivalent faults. Two faults fi ∈ F and  
fj ∈ F are functional equivalent if for any test pattern       
tk ∈ T the corresponding output patterns poik ∈ Poutput and  
pojk ∈ Poutput  are equivalent (poik ≡ pojk). Special attention 
should be paid to T ⊂ Pinput.  

We can divide masking effect definition in two as-
pects: fault detection and fault diagnosis. In the fault de-
tection context fault fi ∈ F is masked by fault fj ∈ F if in 
the test patterns set T there is ti ∈ T which can detect fault 
fi as a single fault but there is not test pattern ti’∈ T which 
can detect fault fi while fault fj is present. The fault fi is 
masked fault and fj is masking fault.  

In the fault diagnostics context fault fi ∈ F is masked 
by fault fj ∈ F if in the set T there is not test pattern tk ∈ T 
which can allow distinguish fault fi from fault fj.  
 
2.3. Z-set theory [4, 5, 6] 

Zall is a collection of all primary outputs of the CUD - 
Zall={z0, z1, … , zn}. 

Z-set is a collection of primary outputs on which one 
fault could be detected. Z(f) for the fault f on the line g  is 
the set of outputs such that there is a directed path from 
line g to each of them. The z-sets are independent of the 
test set used and the type of the fault. Therefore we can 
write Z(f)=Z(g). 

For illustration, let consider the circuit of Fig. 1. The 
Z-sets for faults f1, f2 and f3 shown in Fig. 1 are Z(f1) = 
{z1}; Z(f2) = {z1 ,z2}; Z(f3) = {z2}. 

Z-set is a parameter which can be used to distinguish 
faults. Considering the example on fig.1 the two faults f1 
and f2 are distinguished since .  ∅=)()( 31 fZfZ I

Z-set for a line i can be described as a vector Zi = Zi(0) 
Zi(1) Zi(2)… Zi(n-1), where n is the number of outputs, 
Zi(j)=1 if zi ∈ Zi and Zi(j) = 0 if zi ∉ Zi. Consider the ex-
ample Z(f1) = {10}, Z(f2) = {11} and Z(f3) = {01}. 

Let us have two faults fi ∈ F and fj ∈ F and two test 
patterns ti ∈ T and tj ∈ T, which can detect respectively fi 
and fj as a single stuck-at faults. Z-sets for the two faults 
are Z(fi) and Z(fj). The relationships between the two z-
sets can be put in four categories: 

1)  (Fig. 2,a). This means that fi 

and fj are totally independent and if they are present in 
the circuit simultaneously (as a multiple stuck-at faults) 
they safely could be distinguished according to the fail-
ing outputs. For every ti, tj ∈ T, fi and fj are distinguish-
able.  

∅=)()( ji fZfZ I

2)  (Fig. 2,b). This means that the two 

faults can be observed on the same outputs. In this situa-
tion must be find such kind of tests ti and tj, so that ti de-
tects fi, but it does not detect fj and tj detects fj, but it does 
not detect fi. fi and fj are distinguishable only if ∃ ti, tj (ti ≠ 
tj). 

)()( ji fZfZ ≡

3)  (Fig. 2,c). This means that fj and fi 
could be distinguishable for ti = tj if any output in 

is failed and any output in 

)()( ji fZfZ ⊂

)()( ij fZfZZset −=

)( ifZZset =  is pass. But if any output in )( ifZZset =  
failed, the two faults become undistinguishable. They 
could be distinguishable only if . ji tt ≠

4) ∅≠)()( ji fZfZ I but neither nor )()( ji fZfZ ⊄

)()( ij fZfZ ⊄ (Fig. 2,d). This means that for ji tt =  fi 
can distinguished from fj if any output on 

)()( ji fZfZZset −= failed and fj can distinguished from 
fi if any output on )()( ij fZfZZset −=  failed.  

In conclusion we can say that for  the two faults 
fi from fj could be distinguishable on the out-
puts

ji tt =

)()( jik fZfZZsetz −=∈ . If Zset is empty we must 

find test vectors ji tt ≠ .  
 

3. MASKING EFFECT AND MULTIPLE FAULT 
SIMULATIONS 

3.1. Multiple fault problems 
Multiple fault problems are different in fault detec-

tion and fault diagnosis, but the masking problem is a 
significant problem in both processes. We suggest that 
multiple fault simulation and dynamic testing could help 
to overcome the masking effect and distinguish masked 
faults. Faults with z-set cardinality equivalent to one are 
easier to diagnose with a single stuck at fault presump-
tion [4], but in real situation with multiple faults they 
could not be distinguished and some times if they are 
masked they become undetectable.   

Let us look at the circuit on Fig. 3. There is an AND 
gate with two inputs (a and b) and an output z. Let there 
are two faults: stuck-at-1 on line a (a/sa1) and stuck-at-0 
on line z (z/sa0). For the input vector (a = 1, b = 1) on 
the line z a level 0 is observed instead of 1. So, in spite of 
the a / sa1 the fault z / sa0 is detected. Input pattern       
(a = 0, b = 1) is the only vector, which could detect sin-
gle a/sa1 fault.  
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Fig. 1. Using z-sets to distinguish faults. 
 
 

 

   
 

Fig. 2. Relationships between the two z-sets. 
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But for Fig.3 it is observed level 0 on the line z, the 
same as for the fault free circuit. For the masked faults, 
for which there is only one path to the some primary out-
put true the masking fault, there is no chance to diagnosis 
or detect the fault. There is a possibility to detect the fault 
if there is another path like the one described in the Fig.4. 
For the input pattern (a = 1, b = 0, c = 0, d = 1), if faults e 
/ sa1 and z2 / sa0 persist in the circuit, output pattern will 
be (z1 = 1, z2 = 0), while for the fault free circuit output 
pattern will be (z1 = 0, z2=0) and for the circuit with sin-
gle stuck-at fault e / sa0 – (z1 = 0, z2 = 0). Therefore we 
will be able to find input patterns for detecting the two 
faults by implementing multiple fault simulation for this 
pair. This solution involves two significant problems: 

1. There could be a lot of masking faults and the 
number of combinations could become very high.  

2. It is possible to brake down some other faults diag-
nosis (lose distinguishability).  
Let us speculate about the number of multiple fault com-
binations. The total number of multiple fault combina-
tions can be calculated according to the equation 

, where n is a number of faults. This 

number is extremely high. We can reduce it according to 
the z-set theory. The only faults which can interact are 
the faults with the same z-set. If the z-set cardinality for 
each fault is equal to one and there is an even distribution, 
then the numbers of faults in one group is about m = n / p, 
where n is an all faults number and p is the number of 
outputs. Then the number of multiple fault combinations 
can be calculated according to the equation 

, which is lower than the 

total number of combinations but is still a high number. 
Let us look now at Fig. 5. If there are several faults on 
the one path from the fault line to any primary output, 
which can cause masking effect, they all are operating as 
one masking fault. We can say that faults b / sa1, c / sa1, 
d / sa1 and z / sa1 are equivalent masking faults and all 
of them can be represented with one masking fault (for 
example the last one − z / sa1). As a result we can simu-
late only one combination between the fault a / sa1 and z 
/ sa1. Then the number of multiple simulations for one 
fault is the number of paths to the all failed outputs of its 
z-set. For all the faults we can get the average level by 
calculating the number of multiple fault combinations: 
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This is sizable minimization and it is possible to be 
done.  

For the second problem we suggest to find one more 
test for the fault with redundant output values, therefore 
the faults become distinguishable. Let us return to the 
circuit on Fig. 4. If the single fault z1 / sa1 persists in 
circuit, for the input pattern (a = 1, b = 0, c = 0, d = 1) 
output pattern is (z1 = 1, z2 = 0). It is the same output pat-
tern as if the fault pair (e / sa1, z2 / sa0) persists in the 
circuit. The faults are detected but they could not be dis-
tinguished. The new input pattern (a = 0, b = 1, c = 1, d = 
0) detects fault z1 / sa1 and does not detect faults       e / 
sa1 and z2 / sa0. So they become distinguishable. 

3.2. Multiple faults selection 
For test pattern generation we use fault reduced dic-

tionaries with equivalent fault collapsing. For fault mask-
ing effect investigation it is useful to represent a col-
lapsed group with the most closest to an output fault.  

How to select the masking faults and pairs for multi-
ple simulations? Let us focus on the AND gate on fig.3. 
We can distinguish the next four variants according to 
the stuck-at-1 faults on the inputs: 
• fault a / sa1 can be masked by z / sa0; 
• fault b / sa1 can be masked by z / sa0; 
• fault a / sa1 can be masked by b / sa0; 
• fault b / sa1 can be masked by a / sa0. 

But a / sa0, b / sa0 and z / sa0 are structural equiva-
lent faults. Therefore we can reduce combinations to the 
first two.  

As mentioned before for every path without fanouts 
all masking faults (for this observed fault) are collapsed 
to the last one. The rules for collapsing are too complex 
for analytical description and we suggest our masking 
simulator for this purpose.  

The algorithm for finding the pairs for multiple fault 
simulation contains of two stages: 

1. Building the collection of potential masked faults 
MdF. In this collection we must include all single faults 
except dominated faults. It is not necessary to observe 
dominated faults for masking, as the result will be the 
same as the dominating fault.  

2. Building the collection of masking faults MgFi for 
every fault fi∈ MdF. As mentioned before for every path 
without fanouts all masking faults (for the observed fault) 
are collapsed to the last one. The rules for collapsing are 
too complex for analytical description and we suggest 
our masking simulator for this purpose.  

Masking simulator is the simulator which can propa-
gate one fault to every out and can keep the fault free and 
fault levels on every line. For every fanout and every 
primary output this simulator generates a masking fault 
which is such that the line level becomes equal to the 
fault free circuit. This simulator is time and memory eco-
nomical because it tracks only the fault propagation path 
and start tracking from fault line. 
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Fig. 3. Fault effect masking. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Overcome fault effect masking 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Fault effect masking equivalence. 
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Table 1 
Collapsed group for multiple fault simulations 

Gate type Multiple fault group 
AND • for every input sa1 & sa0 on the output; 

• sa0 & sa1 on the output; 
NAND • for every input sa1 & sa1 on the output; 

• sa1 & sa0 on the output; 
OR • for every input sa0 & sa1 on the output; 

• sa1 & sa0 on the output; 
NOR • for every input sa0 & sa0 on the output; 

• sa0 & sa1 on the output; 
 

Table 2 
The number of pairs for multiple fault simulations 

Benchmark 
circuit 

Number of 
full fault 

pairs 

Number of 
reduced mask-

ing pairs 

Collaps-
ing ratio 

c499.bench  286,903 18,244 15 
c432.bench 137,026 8,409 16 
c880.bench 443,211 8,128 54 
c1355.bench 1,237,951 95,332 12 
c1908.bench 176,4381 77,594 22 
c2670.bench 3,771,631 36,623 102 
c3540.bench 5,873,878 177,070 33 
c5315.bench 14,308,575 71,225 200 

 
4.  TEST PATTERN GENERATION BASED ON 

MULTIPLE FAULT SIMULATION 

Test generation procedure can be divided into two 
stages.  

During the first stage ATPG and z-set principals are 
used for producing such test patterns that every single 
fault could be distinguishable.  

1. Building single fault dictionary (SFD) by collaps-
ing structural equivalent faults. 

2. Constructing Z-sets and sets of test patterns for 
every single fault in the dictionary.  

The aim of the second stage is to get over the mask-
ing effect using the multiple fault simulation and multi-
ple tests for every fault.  

1. Building masking dictionary (MD). Every record 
contains a masked fault and the set of reduced masking 
faults, which are collected according the algorithm1.  

2. Performing the multiple fault simulation for every 
pair masked-masking fault in the masking dictionary and 
for every test pattern which can detect the masked fault 
as a single fault.   

3. Compare the resulting output states with these in 
the SFD. If there is a duplicated results, generating a new 
extra test pattern for the faults pair is required to guaran-
tee the faults distinguishability.  

As a result in the MD there are records with complex 
structure (tree structure). For every fault  there 
is test pattern t0, which can detect and diagnose fi as a 
single fault and test patterns Ti. Every test pattern 

MDfi ∈

ii Tt
j
∈  

can detect and diagnose fi if masking fault fj persist in the 
circuit.  

4. Ranking all faults in the MD by the masking level 
(ml) parameter. Masking level can be calculated by a 
number of pairs in which the fault persists as a masking 
fault.  

5. Sorting the MD by ml in ascending direction. The 
fault, which influence the most of the other faults will be 
on the top. 
 
5.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE 

FAULTS COLLAPSING 

We have made a tool for multiple faults collapsing 
which includes a masking simulator and have performed 
experiments on several benchmark circuits. From the 
experimental results shown in the Table 2 it can be seen 
that the fault pairs are significantly collapsed. The col-
lapsing ratio varies from 12 to 200, depending on the 
structure of the circuit. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS  

We suggest our method for masking faults diagnosis 
which is based on multiple fault simulation. This method 
consists of two algorithms. The first one is for multiple 
faults collapsing and getting the masking fault dictionary. 
The second is for diagnosis test generation with multiple 
fault simulation and built the rating set with records 
which has the tree-like test structure.  
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